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Fixtures for locating and clamping workpieces in
metal�cutting machine tools have a considerable
influence on their efficiency and performance.

The structure of the fixture is hierarchical and con�
sists of four levels that differ in the number of compo�
nents and the degree of generalization (Fig. 1). The
relations between the components at each level
depend on the combination of the structural units at
lower levels into higher�level structural units. Each
structural element is characterized by the shape,
dimensions, and function specified by the designer.
The part consists of a set of structural elements, which
are combined to form the specified function.

A functional module is an independent part of the
fixture which consists of components and/or assem�
blies with a common function. For example, the locat�
ing module for locating of a stepped shaft in drilling
and milling machines consists of changeable setups
that ensure locating of the workpiece at the external
cylindrical surfaces, as well as a stay that positions the
end of the shaft (that is, a resting base). Thus, all the
components of the locating module have a shared
function: locating of the workpiece in the fixture.

The best fixture configuration is selected by multi�
criteria optimization, with the formation of competing
options (Fig. 2).

On the basis of initial data from the working draw�
ing and operational sketch of the part to be machined
and also from the technological documentation and
design specifications for the fixture, we may determine
the functional elements required for locating of the
workpiece, taking into account the production condi�
tions. Possible designs of the fixture components may
be found in the library of functional elements (Fig. 3).

The library consists of groups of elements that per�
form the same functions within the fixture. For exam�

ple, supporting elements include base plates and angle
brackets; locating elements include supporting plates,
supports, V�blocks, and pins; auxiliary locating ele�
ments include self�stabilizing and adjustable supports;
and clamping elements include various bars, levers,
clamps, and so on.

The design process involves the selection of stan�
dard options determined by some set of parameters or
conditions. As a rule, complex logical relations will
exist between the conditions and solutions. Tabular
methods are used for clear and compact representa�
tion of the data. Such methods reduce the time
required for formulation of the problem, program�
ming, and debugging. Most commonly, tables of solu�
tions are employed, with the following benefits for
automated design: the tables are relatively simple to
compile; they may readily be checked for complete�
ness, consistency, and redundancy of the information;
and they permit modification of the data and the
introduction of additional parameters.
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The library of functional elements is based on
tables of solutions for each group of functional ele�
ments: supporting elements, locating elements, auxil�
iary locating elements, and clamping elements. The
supports differ in the type of head, the maximum load,
the possible height adjustment, the degree of automa�
tion of adjustment, and their function, depending on
the quality of the workpiece’s base surfaces. V�blocks

and pins are selected in accordance with the state of
the workpiece’s base surfaces, the diameters of the
base surfaces, and the method and degree of automa�
tion of adjustment. The clamping elements are
selected in accordance with the degree of automation
of adjustment, the range of regulation, the minimum
and maximum heights of the workpiece, and the max�
imum clamping force.

Thus, each group of functional elements contains
structures with a single function that differ in their
engineering parameters and hence have a particular
range of applications. For purposes of identification,
each element in the library is assigned a code.

On the basis of the initial data and the engineering
parameters of the functional elements, we may select
some number of competing options for each group.
The number of competing options will be different for
different groups. Thus, in the general case, we may
identify k options in terms of supporting elements, m
options in terms of locating elements, n options in
terms of auxiliary locating elements, and p options in
terms of clamping elements.

On the basis of the individual elements selected, we
may create a set of competing options for the fixture.
The total number of such options will be equal to the
product of the numbers of options for each group: q =
kmnp.

Any fixture configuration may be expressed as a
structural formula, consisting of alphanumeric code,
in which four groups (I–IV) are separated by hyphens
(Fig. 4).

Group I determines the type of fixture and corre�
sponds to the work performed. For example, D, M,
and DM denote clamps in drilling, milling, and drill�
ing and milling machine tools, respectively. Group II
presents the code for the supporting element, from the
library of functional elements. Group III characterizes
the locating module. It includes code for the work�
piece and fixture configuration, followed by the codes
for the basic locating elements implementing the the�
oretical locate�and�clamp plan. (The codes for differ�
ent positional elements are separated by a forward
slash.) Depending on the basing plan, the number of
different locating elements used in the fixture config�
uration may be 1–3. With less than three positional
elements, a zero appears in the fields with no codes.
Finally, in group III, the number of auxiliary locating
elements required to ensure the required workpiece
rigidity is presented. Group IV provides information
regarding the clamping elements, including the num�
ber used.

Multicriteria optimization requires the develop�
ment of a system of competing options, but manual
generation of such a set is extremely time�consuming.
Accordingly, this process is automated, on the basis of
the algorithmic structure of the system for selecting
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optimal fixture configurations (Fig. 5). This system
consists of a database and three modules: the initial�
data module; the information retrieval module; and
the computational module.

Many factors affect the choice of the fixture config�
uration. Structural factors include the shape, size,
mass, and rigidity of the parts. Technological factors
include the operations to be performed, the type of
metal�cutting tools and equipment, and the locate�
and�clamp plan for the workpieces. Production fac�
tors include the type of production and the annual tar�
gets for batch outputs. Economic, ergonomic, and
esthetic considerations are also important.

The basic functions of databases are the accumula�
tion, improvement, storage, and provision of informa�
tion regarding existing developments, in accordance
with the requirements arising from the equipment
used. The database in the system for automated syn�
thesis of fixture configurations includes libraries of
functional elements, standard information, and infor�
mation regarding metal�cutting tools and equipment.

The library of standard information includes tables
of tolerances and fitting data; accuracy and surface�
roughness data; standards regarding the machining
time and the time for setup and modification of the
fixture configurations; and cutting conditions.

The library relating to metal�cutting tools and
equipment includes the characteristics of metal�cut�
ting equipment, especially for the working zone and
the sites where clamping attachments are installed.
For drilling and milling machine tools, for example,
we need the following data: the dimensions of the
working table; the distance between the slots in the
table; and the distance from the end of the spindle to
the table in the topmost position. In addition, the
library includes manufacturers’ recommendations
regarding tool selection for particular machining con�
ditions.

The complexity of manufacturing processes is due to
the great diversity of fixture configurations and the strict
requirements that they must satisfy.

The traditional sequence in which the fixture con�
figuration is developed is as follows: choice of the base
plate; choice of the locating elements; choice of the
auxiliary locating elements; and choice of the clamp�
ing elements. Different factors come into play for the
choice of each element. Thus, choice of the base plate
requires data regarding the workpiece’s shape, size and
mass and the material from which it is made. The ini�
tial information for the selection of the locating ele�
ments relates to the shape of the workpiece, the type of
base surfaces, and their quality. To ensure additional
rigidity and stability of the workpiece, auxiliary locat�
ing elements may be used. Choice of the clamping ele�
ments is based on the characteristics of the machined
surfaces and the surfaces under the clamp, as well as

data regarding the load on the workpiece (the cutting
forces and the clamping forces).

To increase locating accuracy of the elements at the
base plate and with respect to one another, gap�free
locating is proposed for the components of the modu�
lar reusable fixtures [1]. To this end, a self�centering
unitized bush has been developed, so as to reduce the
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assembly time [2]. For locating and clamping of
element1, it is placed on base plate 2, so that their base
holes are aligned; self�centering unitized bushes are
inserted in those holes. Then screw 3 (Fig. 6) is tight�
ened in the threaded hole of body 4, so that lid 7 com�
presses hydroplastic mass 6. Under the action of that
mass, which presses uniformly on the internal surface of
thin�walled steel shell 5, the shell is deformed. As a
result, the element of the fixture is centered and
clamped to the base plate.

The self�centering unitized bush enhances the
locating accuracy of the fixtures’ components and
hence reduces its influence on the locating error of the
workpiece. In addition, this bush may be used for
locating of workpieces with respect to a plane and two
holes or with respect to two planes and a hole. This
improves tool access in contour machining, for exam�
ple, and hence improves the drilling and milling effi�
ciency.

To improve the efficiency of machine tools in flex�
ible production, we have developed a system of func�
tional elements that ensures high flexibility and rapid
adjustment of the locating elements and clamping ele�
ments over a broad dimensional range. This minimizes
the loss of time in readjusting for different products.
The proposed locating modules are applicable to the
basic locate�and�clamp plans for plane parts, case�
shaped parts, and rotary parts.

To improve the locating accuracy at plane surfaces,
an adjustable support with a basic scale and a vernier
scale has been proposed [3]. This permits adjustment
of the support’s position within 0.1 mm (version 1) or
0.05 mm (version 2), with considerable time savings.

Plane locating of workpieces is provided by the
reusable locating module proposed in [4]. The posi�
tion of the supports may be automatically adjusted by
means of a screw mechanism.

A changeable plate was proposed for the locating of
workpieces with respect to a plane and two holes in [5].
This system ensures tool access in contour machining.

An adjustable support was proposed for the locating
of workpieces with respect to the inclined end surface
in [6]. This system permits vertical and horizontal
adjustment of the support’s position.

An adjustable V�block increases the basing preci�
sion of cylindrical blanks thanks to the simultaneous
motion of the supports using a screw mechanism [7].
The necessary position of the supports for workpieces
of particular diameter is monitored by means of scales
applied to the supports that correspond to the base�
surface diameter for workpieces of the given batch.

A self�centering three�cam chuck has been pro�
posed for the locating of rigid disks or short shafts [8].
A screw mechanisms permits adjustment of the cams
toward or away from the center of the body, by the
required base surface diameter.

Workpieces with large axial holes may be mounted
on an expanding mandrel, which permits locating with
a wide range of hole diameters [9]. The T junction of
the pistons with the wedge permits reliable clamping of
the workpiece and free pulling�out of the machined
part.

For the clamping of workpieces with very nonpla�
nar base surfaces, changeable vise jaws have been
developed [10]. The workpieces are based by means of
four rigidly fixed supports and sixteen self�stabilizing
supports within body holes.

A clamping module that permits automated clamp�
ing and unfixturing of the workpieces by means of a
gear–rack mechanism and a rotary clamp was pro�
posed in [11]. This system permits the unobstructed
pulling�out of the machined parts and insertion of new
workpieces.

The choice of the best fixture configuration is a
multicriterial problem. In other words, it carries out a
system of target functions. In multicriteria optimiza�
tion, the best solution with respect to all the criteria is
impossible. Therefore, it is expedient to realize a
sequential approach [12]. In considering discrete sys�
tems that consist of individual objects corresponding
to a set of criteria, we may reasonably assign incre�
ments to each criterion, with known characteristics of
the fixture configurations. In selecting the optimal fix�
ture configuration by a sequential approach, the identi�
fication of the steps is not subjective, since they will be
selected as objective characteristics of each competing
fixture configuration. According to the adopted meth�
odology, the optimization criteria are first determined.
Then the criteria are analyzed and ranked in impor�
tance: the first is the most important, and the last is the
least important. We adopt the following criteria in opti�
mizing the fixture configuration: the workpiece’s locat�
ing error εs  min; the flexibility of the clamping
attachment GF  max; the cost CF  min; and the
metal content MF  min.

The constraints on the choice of the optimal fixture
configuration are as follows:
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7

Fig. 6. Self�centering composite bush for gap�free basing
of the clamping attachment’s components.
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(1) the setting error must be within the tolerance:
εs ≤ [εs];

(2) the flexibility of the fixture must be consistent
with the production requirements: GF ≥ [GF];

(3) the steel intensity of the fixture must be less
than the load capacity of the machine tool’s table:
MF < Γta.

The mathematical model of multicriterial synthesis
of the fixture configuration takes the form

where εl and εc are the locating and clamping errors of
the blank; εman is the manufacturing error of the
clamping attachment’s components; εl.m is the locat�
ing error of the fixture in the machine tool; εwe is the
error due to wear of the locating elements; n is the
number of types of parts machined in the fixture; ts is
the setup time before machining a part of type i; ti is
the machining time for the part of type i; Ni is the
number of part of type i in the production batch;

is the hourly pay of the designer in designing part
a; tdea is the time consumed in the design of part a; b is
the number of parts for the fixture; kq is the size of the
manufacturing batch for part q; r is the upper limit on
q; Cmaq is the cost of the material in manufacturing a
single exemplar of part q; Cjq is the cost of operation j
per unit time, in manufacturing part q; tjq is the time
for operation j in manufacturing part q; m is the num�
ber of machining operations for part q; Ce is the pur�
chase cost of part e; fe is the size of the purchased batch

of part e; d is the upper limit on e;  is the hourly
wage of the assembly worker; tas is the time required for
assembly of the fixture; Cov is the overhead; mk is the
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mass of part k in the fixture; p is the number of parts in
the fixture; mw is the mass of the workpiece.

In the sequential approach, multicriteria optimiza�
tion takes the following form: determination of the
optimal value with respect to the first criterion; speci�
fication of an increment for the first criterion and
determination of the optimal value with respect to the
second criterion; and so on. In that case, the system of
optimization problems takes the form

where u is an option from the set U of fixture configu�
rations; Δεs, ΔGF, and ΔCF are increments determined
in pairwise and successive comparisons.

The result of multicriteria optimization will not be
optimal in terms of all the local criteria but will be the
best overall in terms of all the characteristics.

As an example, consider the synthesis of fixture con�
figurations for the locating of shafts on drilling and mill�
ing machine tools. The competing options are formu�
lated on the basis of the initial data and the library of
functional elements (Fig. 7). For locating of the work�
piece with respect to two external cylindrical surfaces
and the end, we select six types of V�blocks (codes 310
and 304–308) and two laterals supports (codes 253 and
255) from the library of functional elements. The
workpiece may be clamped by means of five clamping
elements (codes 201, 202, 206, 237, and 238), and two
base plates are selected (codes 22 and 31).

On the basis of various combinations of these func�
tional elements, we generate sets of competing
options; the total number of competing fixture config�
urations is the product of the numbers of possible
options for each group. In the present case, the num�
ber of fixture configurations that differ in precision,
flexibility, cost, and steel intensity is 120.

In accordance with the algorithmic structure for
the synthesis of fixture configurations (Fig. 5), we
select the options that satisfy the constraints on the
model.

The permissible setting error [εs] is assumed to be
[εs] = 0.7Td, where 0.7 is a factor corresponding to
semifinishing of surfaces [13]; Td is the tolerance on the
executed dimensions. (For the calculations, we assume
that Td = 0.16 mm; this corresponds to machining in
precision class IT11.) Thus, options that ensure setting
error no greater than [εs] = 0.112 mm meet the accuracy
requirements.

To ensure high flexibility, we require that 0.25 ≤ GF < 1
[14]. Thus, the selected options must be such that
GF ≥ 0.25.

K1 infεs u( );=

K2 supGF u( ) when εs K1 Δεs;+≤,=

K3 infCF u( ) when GF u( ) K≥ 2 ΔGF;–,=

K4 infMF u( ) when CF u( ) K≤ 3 ΔCF,+,=
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The steel intensity of the fixture must be less than
the load capacity of the machine tool’s table, which is
200 kg according to the characteristics. Thus, we
require that MF < 200 kg.

As a result of multicriteria optimization, taking
into account that the tolerance Td = 0.16 mm and the
number of parts in the batch is N = 10, we find that best
fixture configuration is described by the structural for�
mula DM�22�41.308/308/253.0�238.1. It consists of a
base plate (code 22), two V�blocks (code 308), a lat�
eral support (code 253), and a clamp (code 238), with
the characteristics εs = 0.07 mm; GF = 0.67; CF =
2345 USD; and MF = 68.5 kg. The optimal clamping�
attachment configuration in the given conditions is
shown graphically in Fig. 8. Its practical application is
illustrated in Fig. 9 [15].

CONCLUSIONS

(1) A multicriteria optimization system has been
developed by analysis of the hierarchical structure of
the fixture configuration, taking into account the
characteristics of the components and the production
conditions. This system permits the choice of the best
fixture configuration from a set of competing options.

(2) We have developed an approach to the auto�
mated generation of a set of competing options on the
basis of a library of functional elements, taking
account of the workpiece’s characteristics and pro�
duction conditions.

(3) A database of functional elements of fixtures
has been developed on the basis of tables of solutions,
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which take account of structural characteristics and
indicate effective applications of the designs.
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